UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA
Department of Mathematics

Student Evaluation of Teaching*

Instructor: Ross

Course and Section no. 241-1

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor  David Ross
Course and Section no.  Calc I

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

Very good teacher! Very knowledgeable about the subject. Makes mistakes (but everyone does). Very good teaching style. Made class interesting to go to. Learned a lot and not much change needed. Maybe no change at all. Good class of professor.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.*
Instructor  DAVID ROSS

Course and Section no.  MATH 241  SECTION 1

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

THE INSTRUCTOR IS KNOWLEDGEABLE ON HIS TOPICS, HE CAN EXPLAIN NEW CONCEPTS WELL AND ALLOWS QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED. SOMETIMES THE PACE MAY BE CONSIDERED QUICK, BUT HE CAN ALWAYS GO BACK AND EXPLAIN IF THERE ARE ANY PROBLEMS.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor  Dr. David Ross

Course and Section no.  MATH 241

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

Dr. Ross is very enthusiastic about Calculus. His notes are well organized, but I thought the pace was fast.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA
Department of Mathematics

Student Evaluation of Teaching*

Instructor  David Ross

Course and Section no.  Math 241 - 1

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor’s conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

Prof. Ross is a great professor; he gives pretty good worked examples in class and gives practice problems prior to his exams. His exams are pretty straightforward as well.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor  Prof. Ross

Course and Section no.  Math 241

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor’s conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

* Well prepared
* Knowledge of the subject
* Enthusiastic
  - Doesn’t involve the class too much.
  - A little fast

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.*
Instructor: Ross
Course and Section no.: MATH 241-001

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

THE CLASS WAS FAIRLY INTERESTING. MOST OF THE TIME IT DID SEEM LIKE THERE WAS SLIGHTLY TOO MUCH INFO FOR THE SHORT PERIOD. I DID LIKE ALL THE EXAMPLES THE TEACHER PROVIDED, AS WELL AS THE PROOFS.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor: David Ross
Course and Section no.: M247

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

Exam grading is fair.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.*
The instructor knows the subject area very well and is passionate about it. This shows when he is teaching. His enthusiasm for the subject brings good energy to the classroom, however he sometimes runs off into the history of math rather than just the concepts. A little more time on working through problems with the class involvement would be helpful.
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA
Department of Mathematics

Student Evaluation of Teaching*

Instructor  ROSS

Course and Section no.  MATH 241

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

Professor Ross has a profound grasp of everything he attempted to relate to us this semester. Unfortunately, sometimes the most informed on a subject prove to be the worst instructors. I do not feel this is the case with Dr. Ross. Even with his very busy schedule, he dedicated his time to impacting on us the tools, techniques, and tricks to understanding and comprehending Calculus I.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor: Ross

Course and Section no.: Math 241 Section 1

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

The first portion was very good we went at a good pace so I understood everything pretty easily, but when it was time for integrals we seemed to speed up and I found it difficult to absorb that much information in such a short time.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.*
I feel that the professor is too advanced to be teaching Math 241. Most of the time I understand what he is saying, but how he is saying it. I also feel like he moves too fast in class on example problems. Not everyone grasps the problem completely.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor: David Ross

Course and Section no: Math 241 (1)

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

Dr. Ross is obviously a very intelligent man, but sometimes his use of language can get in the way. I would recommend he apply KISS - keep it simple, stupid. No need to overcomplicate things.

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.
Instructor: David Ross

Course and Section no.: Math 241

Please comment below on special strengths and weaknesses of the instructor and the instructor's conduct of the course. Constructive criticism is solicited.

- Difficult to understand teaching
- Very knowledgeable but can't teach material
- Understanding with grades
- Flexible
- No eye contact?
- Great handwriting!

*Completed questionnaires will be given to your instructor after final grades for the course have been assigned. You are not expected to sign this form.*